
I will provide a comprehensive technical 
Inbound audit for KISSmetrics. This ex-
ample is extremely detailed, and it cov-
ers a wide range of inbound topics. But 
before the inbound marketing audit, 
let’s cover the basics…

Who is KISSmetrics?

KISSmetrics is a web analytics solution 
that helps companies make smarter 
business decisions, and boosting ROI.

Headquartered in San Francisco, KISS-
metrics is backed by a syndicate of  
angels and early stage funds. 

Why Audit KISSmetrics?

Like everyone working in SEO and In-
bound Marketing, we all overlook or 
miss things (even basic things). The 
goal of this post is to help KISSmet-
rics, to help others learn from their 
inbound successes (they’ve done re-
markable things in this arena), and to 
give a third-party perspective on a  
great example. 
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To be fair, “audit” seems like a terrible word, but in this case, 
think of “audit” as “being helpful.” The purpose of this audit is 
to give an outsider’s view to a great company. All in all, I hope 
this helps KISSmetrics. Neil and team are outstanding. 

Disclaimer

Before I jump into the technical details of the inbound audit, 
it’s important to note that I have no affiliation with KISSmet-
rics (I am also not currently a user of their product - so you 
don’t have to worry about affiliate links). KISSmetrics also did 
not ask me to complete this audit. As a result, I don’t have 
access to any of the site’s analytics or webmaster tools ac-
counts, and I don’t have access to the site’s content manage-
ment system (CMS).

In a typical audit, I would begin by sifting through the data 
and then narrowing in on problem issues. So… if I make com-
pletely inaccurate observations, I blame my data from the 
third party tools, ie (Searchmetrics, Ahrefs, SEMrush, Moz, 
etc…). Don’t get me wrong - these tools are awesome, but 
they generally work better from the inside of the company.

The goal of this audit is to help KISSmetrics. The aim is never 
to critique in a negative, harmful way, but to help promote 
KISSmetrics through inbound marketing by giving them the 
perspective of an objective third party. With those disclaim-
ers out of the way, let’s begin.

*If you have any questions: @elioverbey

Since this post will be extremely long – here is a detailed  
navigation to help you understand where you are through-
out this audit. As you will see, this audit will spend a majority 
of time on optimization (top of funnel), but lower areas of the 
funnel will be covered as well. The audit will work through 
four main areas as seen below: Optimization (Attract), Con-
version, Customers, and Delight.

Indexability / KISSmetrics Web Structure

In order to understand this audit, you need to understand 
how KISSmetrics is set up. At first glance, you’ll notice that 
KISSmetrics is constructed using quite a few subdomains:

kissmetrics.com/ - 18 pages 
*tweets.kissmetrics.com - 2587 Pages
blog.kissmetrics.com - 1,038 pages
*status.kissmetrics.com - 70 pages
grow.kissmetrics.com - 7 pages
focus.kissmetrics.com - 10 pages
support.kissmetrics.com - 347 pages
middleman.kissmetrics.com - 1 pages
styleguide.kissmetrics.com - 7 pages
uptime.kissmetrics.com - Redirects
demo.kissmetrics.com - 100 pages

An * (asterisk) indicates that the subdomain is blocked by the 
robots.txt.

In total, KISSmetrics has 4,185 pages across 11 domains and 
subdomains. 

The purpose of this audit is to give an outsider’s view to a great company. 
All in all, I hope this helps KISSmetrics. Neil and team are outstanding. 
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As you glance at the site structure of KISSmetrics, you notice that their content is di-
vided up into subdomains. Due to the structure of KISSmetrics, this inbound audit will 
focus solely on two areas of their site: the root domain (kissmetrics.com) and their blog 
(blog.kissmetrics.com). The other subdomains do not contain information pertaining to 
this inbound audit (ie. styleguide) and will not be included in the analysis.

Inbound Marketing

In its most basic form:

Inbound marketing focuses on earning, not buying, a person’s 
attention – Brian Halligan

The principle of inbound marketing has been around for years, but the term has been 
coined by HubSpot (well done Dharmesh and Brian). Inbound Marketing is all about 
creating great content that pulls people in. 

Since HubSpot is the go-to on inbound, this audit will use their structure as a model. As 
this audit continues, you’ll notice how the funnel naturally works.

Image and Quote: Hubspot.com



Optimization / Attract

The first step in inbound marketing / SEO is attracting the right 
audience. Content is the single best way to attract new visitors 
to your website. In order to be found by the right prospective 
customers, KISSmetrics must not only create optimized con-
tent, but foster an environment in which content can thrive. 

Search Visibility

In order to set the framework for the entire audit, it’s import-
ant to analyze the site’s performance. When looking at KISS-
metrics’s traffic, there are 3 important questions:

Is the traffic growing?
Has the site been penalized?
What is the percentage of organic traffic?

To determine KISSmetrics’s traffic performance, I used two 
tools:

Searchmetrics Suit, and one of my new favorites, Similar Web. 
Finding accurate third party data is incredibly difficult, but af-
ter using Google Analytics on a network of sites, I’ve found 
that these two programs provide the most accuracy in cap-
turing third-party data. 

As you can see from the graph below, there are some red flags 
for KISSmetrics (the tools join all traffic from all subdomains 
together):

As the graph above shows, the site’s visibility decreased dra-
matically after May 18, 2014. This date is important because it 
also corresponds to when Google updated Panda 4.0. 

Immediately, there is cause for concern on KISSmetrics’s site. 
As you begin to look over the third-party data, there is a strong 
correlation between the data (although third party) and Goo-
gle’s Panda update... 

There are three possible solutions to this drop in traffic: 

1. The data is inaccurate
2. The site was algorithmically penalized due to  

duplicate content
3. The site was algorithmically penalized due to guest 

bloggers   

The first possibility: The data from the third party is inaccu-
rate. In fact, it seems highly improbable that KISSmetrics was 
hit with an algorithmic penalty. Neil Patel (co-founder of KISS-
metrics and SEO expert) wrote an article for Search Engine 
Journal about the Panda 4.0 update the day after Panda 4.0 
was released.

In the post, Neil describes the update, who was affected, and 
how to fix it. Does it not seem like KISSmetrics (his company) 
would be prepared for Panda? Since he knew so much about 
Panda (and SEO), he would have protected his assets.

Image: Searchmetrics Suite



Besides that, KISSmetrics writes lengthy (2,000+ word aver-
age), unique content that is well received (only 12 of their ar-
ticles don’t have any comments - meaning, the other 1,000+ 
have engagement via comments).

That is one possibility. But the other possibilities do cause for 
more concern:

The second possibility: KISSmetrics was hit by Panda 
4.0 and here is a possibility:

For some odd reason, the KISSmetrics blog exist on two pro-
tocols: http and https. Meaning, the same content (although 
unique and engaging) can technically be seen as duplicate.

Let’s look at an example. As of today, the most recent post 
from KISSmetrics is: Website Testing Mistakes That Can Dam-
age Your Business (this post was chosen due to recency, but 
this same problem exists throughout). You can find this article 
in two places:

http://blog.kissmetrics.com/website-testing-mistakes/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/website-testing-mistakes/

As you can see from the image below, the same page exists in 
two places (unfortunately, this is duplicate content and cause 
for concern):

The KISSmetrics blog exist on two protocols: http and https. Meaning, the 
same content (although unique and engaging) can technically  

be seen as duplicate.

Image: Google & Blog KISSmetrics



You’ll notice that in the image above, on the left is the normal protocol (http://), and 
on the right is the secure protocol (https://). Google drops the http:// protocol in the 
browser on the left by default.

I also checked out the source code on this same page to find three problems that could 
have led to this drop in traffic on May 19th (Panda 4.0), I highlighted 3 key problems in 
the diagram below:

1. Once again, I highlighted the protocol so you can see the two exact pages in  
two locations.

2. Both of these pages are INDEX, FOLLOW. If one of these pages was NOINDEX, 
there wouldn’t be a huge problem, but KISSmetrics is telling the search engines to 
index both of these pages. This is another red flag.

3. The third red flag is the canonical. The canonical tag tells the search engines that 
a given page should be treated as though it were a copy of the URL. In this case, 
each page canonicals itself. One page says the content should canonical to http:// 
and the other page says the content should canonical to https://. Basically, each 
page is claiming original.

Image: Google & Blog KISSmetrics



Finally, Google has noticed that the blog exists in two locations. As you can see below, a query for the blog brings back both 
protocols (http and https).

This means that the KISSmetrics blog could have been hit by an algorithmic 
penalty on May 19th.  

Image: Google



Even if the third party data is wrong (and KISSmetrics was not 
hit by a penalty) they should fix these problems. KISSmetrics 
should decide which URL is primary, and then 301 or canon-
ical.

Even more, as it currently stands, the site is dispersing its links 
among https and http. If they fix this problem, the could see a 
rise in rankings due to the migration of their links.

The third possibility: KISSmetrics was hit by Panda 4.0 
because of guest bloggers.

I am not implying that KISSmetrics was penalized because 
“they didn’t stick a fork in their guest bloggers”. But, KISS-
metrics could have been penalized by duplicate content from 
their guest bloggers (quite a few of KISSmetrics posts are writ-
ten by guest bloggers). 

Guest writers could have written for KISSmetrics and then 
re-published that content on their own blog.

Based on the KISSmetrics publishing guidelines, there are no 
guidelines stating that the writer cannot re-publish his or her 
own content. Although the duplicate content issue could be 
covered in other forms of communication to the writers (con-
tract, etc), it is a possibility.

Although I am hoping for the first possibility, (I wouldn’t wish a penalty upon 
anyone) these are issues that KISSmetrics should thoughtfully consider. 

Again, I cannot stress the unreliability of third party data, but in any 
manner, these are issues that should be addressed immediately. Hopefully, 

Neil can chime in on this issue. I’d really love to know if these have been issues 
for KISSmetrics (plus, Neil is extremely transparent in order to be helpful).

Robots

A robots.txt file is used to restrict search engines from access-
ing specific sections of a site. Here is a copy of KISSmetric’s 
root domain Robots.txt file:

Sitemap: http://www.kissmetrics.com/sitemap.xml

On their blog, KISSmetrics uses another robots.txt file:

There are a few improvements that KISSmetrics could make in 
the construction of their robots.txt.

1. First, KISSmetrics should consider blocking ‘/wp-content/
plugins/’. Sometimes developers put links in their plugins.

2. Second, KISSmetrics should rethink blocking /wp-in-
cludes/’ in robots. There are better solutions for blocking 
robots than in the robots.txt file (ie, NOINDEX).

3. Finally, KISSmetrics should add a working sitemap to their 
blog. The current sitemap (Sitemap: http://blog.kissmet-
rics.com/sitemap.xml.gz) does not work. 

Fixing this will help the robots to index their pages.

Image: Blog KISSmetrics



Robots Meta Tag

Each page on a site can use a robots meta tag to tell search engine crawlers if they are 
allowed to index that page and follow its links.

WordPress is a great open source platform – one that KISSmetrics built their blog on 
– but duplicate content is one thing you have to be very mindful of. Using the robots 
meta tag will help prevent duplicate content. Content duplication issues include tags, 
categories, and archives.

Quite a few of KISSmetrics’s pages have a meta robots tag. In the case mentioned 
above (wp-includes), it would benefit KISSmetrics to include a “noindex” robots meta 
tag on a per page basis, rather than blocking an entire directory.

As you can see below, the sub-pages are indexed:

Since these page take up crawl bandwidth, but don’t have unique content, and histori-
cally have a low CTR, KISSmetrics (based on their analytics) should consider “NOINDEX, 
FOLLOW” on these archive based pages. 

KISSmetrics has successfully implemented this change on subpages of categories, top-
ics, and topic sub-pages, and should consider adding the same meta robots to the oth-
er archive based structure. The “NOINDEX, FOLLOW” will remove the subpages from 
the index, but will still allow links to pass.

KISSmetrics should also consider ‘NOINDEX’ these archive based pages to prevent  
duplicate content. 

Image: Blog KISSmetrics



Accessibility

This section covers best practices for both search engines 
and users. Many of the search engines’ accessibility issues 
were mentioned above in index-ability, and now we’ll cover 
accessibility as it mainly relates to personas with the benefits 
of robots in mind.

Performance

According to Google Webmaster tools:

You may have heard that here at Google we’re obsessed with 
speed, in our products and on the web. As part of that effort, 
today we’re including a new signal in our search ranking al-
gorithms: site speed. Site speed reflects how quickly a website 
responds to web requests… While site speed is a new signal, it 
doesn’t carry as much weight as the relevance of a page.

It’s tempting to dismiss site speed as an important SEO rank-
ing factor, but if Google says it matters (even a small percent-
age), then it matters. Even if you dismiss speed as an optimi-
zation factor, it is also an inbound factor that can’t be ignored. 

KISSmetrics’s site speed is fairly slow, and KISSmetrics could 
easily make a few tweaks to make their site much more effi-
cient. As you can see below, the site speed for the root do-
main is:

Reducing the number of files needed to load the site, and thereby reduc-
ing the number of HTTP requests, will make KISSmetrics’s site load more 
quickly. Currently, the root domain makes 64 request when loading the 

page (which is somewhat surprising, considering the homepage is only a 
few images and includes less than 70 words.) 

Image: GTMetrix  |  Quote: googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com



The blog had over 100+ https requests, but surprisingly, even with all the 
requests, the page speed was excellent: 933kb.

The problems above are quick fixes. The blog (blog.kissmet-
rics.com) did much better, scoring an 88% and a 79%.

Reducing the number of files needed to load the site, and 
thereby reducing the number of HTTP requests, will make 
KISSmetrics’s site load more quickly. Currently, the root do-
main makes 64 request when loading the page (which is 
somewhat surprising, considering the homepage is only a few 
images and includes less than 70 words.) 

There are usually three parts to fixing this:

• Reduce the number of JavaScript files
• Reduce the number of CSS files
• Reduce the number of images

The Time to First Byte is efficient (300ms), but the page load 
is somewhat slow – anywhere from 2.95 seconds on GTMetrix 
to 1.95 seconds (Pingdom). They received a 55/100 on Page 
Speed Insights via Google (42 on Mobile), and 75/100 on Ping-
dom. KISSmetrics’s homepage has room for improvement. 

Another concern is that their blog has over 100+ https re-
quests, but surprisingly, even with all the requests, the page 
speed was excellent: 933kb.

The site could be improved with the following:

• Eliminate render-blocking JavaScript and CSS
• Minimize HTTP requests – KISSmetrics’s pages will load 

more quickly with fewer requests. Minimizing these re-
quests involves reducing the number of files that have to 
be loaded, such as Javascript, CSS, and images.

• Combine Javascript and CSS into external files with links 
from the header. This allows the external page to be 
cached so that it will load faster (there are 10 CSS files 
and 4 JS files loaded separately on the blog).

• Implement server side / browser caching – This creates a 
static html page for a URL so that the dynamic sites don’t 
have to reload / be recreated each time the URL is re-
quested.

• Load Javascript asynchronously.
• Use a CDN – such as Amazon. The CDN will allow users 

to download information more quickly (as far as I can tell, 
they are not using a CDN).

• Finally, use 301′s only when necessary. A 301 forces a new 
URL, which takes a longer time to load (93 of their pages 
use 301).



Site Architecture

The site architecture defines the overall structure of a site, and 
it has a number of important SEO implications. For example, 
when a page receives external authority, the site architecture 
defines how that authority flows through the rest of the site.

Additionally, since search engine crawlers have a finite crawl 
budget for every site, the site architecture ultimately dictates 
how frequently pages are crawled (or if they’re crawled at all).

Authority Flow

To understand how authority flows through the site, I per-
formed an analysis on the site’s internal links.

Based on that analysis, here is the distribution of the site’s 
links (these values have been rounded to the nearest percent-
age):

As you can see above, 96% of the pages have a value less than 0.1 (pages with authority values closer to 0 have the least au-
thority (page closer to 1 have highest authority), relative to the other pages). Most of the site’s internal authority is held by 3.8% 
of the pages. 

The root cause for this authority is the site’s navigation. All of the pages that have large amounts of internal links (1800+), are 
found in the footer or header:

/infographics (1834)
/marketing-guides (1830)

/webinars (1822)
/topics (1820)

Since these links appear sitewide (i.e., on every page), these page receive multiple internal links, while the other pages receive 
very few internal links. Even though the Article Categories on the site break down the articles into substantial sections, the 
internal links do not seem to pass through to individual articles (which is the case with almost every navigation). 



The related post section on each article works well to accom-
plish this purpose (an example is below), but not every post 
includes the related post widget.

Since KISSmetrics related posts are manually picked, often 
times, the most recent posts are picked (leaving the older 
post with fewer internal links). KISSmetrics should continue 
cross-page linking so that the internal links distribute across 
other pages. 

Click Depth

Click Depth (or crawl depth) is the number of times a website 
visitor must click on a link from the root domain in order to get 
to the desired page. The root domain will have a link depth of 
zero – since it takes zero clicks to get to the root domain on a 
webpage.

Search Engines are like humans – they do not want to waste 
time trying to find pages hidden deep in a site’s architecture. 

Pages that are available in one click – thus one page from the 
homepage – are deemed more important by search engines 
than those that are several clicks removed.

It doesn’t matter if the URL is KISSmetrics.com/name if it takes 
Googlebot (and users) 8 clicks to get there.

As the graph below shows, 44% of the site’s pages have a click 
depth of 5 or greater (i.e., they are 5 or more clicks away from 
the homepage):

To reduce the click depth, KISSmetrics can create new ways to 
interlink the site’s pages. To accomplish this, KISSmetrics could:

• Increase the blogroll count to reduce the number of pagi-
nated pages (currently, they have 90+) [Revealing more re-
sults by scrolling (or swiping) is an established convention 
(Kohn).]

• Link back to the top results from each of the paginated 
URLs

A flat architecture decreases the distance between high au-
thority pages and all other pages, increasing the chance that 
low PR pages will be crawled on a more frequent basis. 

Image: Blog KISSmetrics and Screaming Frog | Quote: www.blindfiveyearold.com/



On Page Factors

In this section, I will investigate the characteristics of KISSmet-
rics’s pages (e.g., URLs, schema, duplicate content, etc.) that 
influence the site’s search engine rankings. On Page search 
factors are those that are entirely within KISSmetrics’s own 
control.

HTML Markup

A site’s HTML is important because it contains some of the 
most vital on-page ranking factors.

HTML markup is a machine readable language that is used to 
tell the browser how to display the text or graphics in the doc-
ument. Search engines crawl over your pages and semantic 
markup can identify your pages’ most important information. 
Semantic HTML markup is a way of indicating the meaning of 
web content to the search engine.

When examining KISSmetrics’s pages, I found multiple pages 
with 5-15 errors per page. 

Many of the issues are easy fixes: open tags, stray elements, attribute er-
rors, etc… Although these aren’t extremely critical issues, it’s best to clean 
up as many errors as possible (empty headings, duplicate IDs, attributes, 

etc). To be fair, most of the errors are output from the plugins that are  
installed on the blog.

Image: W3C Validator



Here, you can see that Google is using micro 
markup (schema) to scrape the content and place 
it on Google – this could potentially hurt click 
through rates (CTR). The more information you 
tell Google – the more you risk Google scraping 
your content and your site losing sessions.

Structured Data

Schema.org mircodata is an extra set of HTML tags that you 
can add to your HTML elements to let the search engines 
know specifically what you are talking about. For example, for 
the KISSmetric blog, they would tag the title as a “headline,” 
the author as an “author” (with authorship), and the date the 
blog post was published as the “publishedDate.” 

Now when Google indexes KISSmetrics’s blog, it knows specif-
ically what the title of an article is, who the author is, and when 
the post was published.

Fortunately, KISSmetrics does define structured data on most 
of their posts (authorship included):

As of late June 2014, Google’s John Mueller announced that Google was making a ma-
jor change with authorship - Specifically - dropping the profile photo and circle count 
from the search listings (supposedly “click-through behavior on this new less-cluttered 
design is similar to the previous one”). For some reason, I highly doubt this, but KISS-
metrics can be the judge.

To make the remaining articles more readable for search engines, I’d recommend add-
ing authorship for guest bloggers.

Be Careful with Schema.org

Images: Google



Head Tags

rel=publisher

KISSmetrics has a Google+ page, and they are taking  
advantage of rel=publisher. Publisher connects the Google+ 
page to the website, and that results in your Google+ page be-
ing displayed in search results whenever anyone is searching 
for your brand name.

KISSmetrics has rel=publisher markup code on their homep-
age. If you look at KISSmetrics’s results in the SERPs, you will 
notice they are receiving the markup:

KISSmetrics could, however, update their Google+ profile more often. They currently only update their profile a few times a 
month. Updating the post more regularly could result in a posts being shown in the results.

rel=prev / next

As previously mentioned, KISSmetrics could potentially have 
a duplicate content issue. In addition to addressing the issues 
above, these tags are influential in indexing and preventing 
duplicate content. 

Google asks that Webmasters add rel=”next” and rel=”prev” to 
paginated archives, so that Google can distinguish them as a 
series and send users to the most relevant pages. KISSmetrics 
is doing a great job of using prev/next on individual pages, 
but they are not currently using prev/next on subpages of ar-
chives (page/1/ or sub-pages of /topics/). 

They do, however, seem to have an issue using nofollow on 
pagination. According to Rand, whatever you do, do NOT:

Add nofollow to the paginated links on the 
results pages. This tells the engines not to flow 
link juice/votes/authority down into the results 
pages that desperately need those votes to 
help them get indexed and pass value to the 
deeper pages.

Unless KISSmetrics has a valid reason unbeknownst to a 
third-party, they should consider removing the nofollow links 
on the blog pagination.  

Image: Google  | Quote: Moz.com



rel=canonical

Each KISSmetric post uses a rel=”canonical” link; however, all 
of these links are self-referential and normally are not a prob-
lem. The problem arises, however, when both the https and 
http version are self-referential. 

On subpages (/page/2/, etc…), KISSmetrics does not use ca-
nonical tags, but on many pages, KISSmetrics uses rel=prev, 
rel=next, which is actually a common substitute for canonical 
(according to webmaster tools). Since not all subpages include 
canonical or rel=”prev/next”, I’d suggest adding those tags 
to help the search engines distinguish the paginated series. 
Since KISSmetrics has ‘NOINDEX’ on topic subpages, this isn’t 
a problem, but they should consider addressing canonical (or 
prev/next) on the blogroll, as it is ‘INDEX,FOLLOW’.

NOINDEX

The last tag KISSmetrics should think about implementing 
(after checking analytics) is NOINDEX,FOLLOW. They’ve suc-
cessfully implemented NOINDEX on the /topics/ but have not 
used it on subpages on the blog roll. Unless their data says 
otherwise, they should consider NOINDEX,FOLLOW on these 
pages. 

Open Graph

The Open Graph protocol enables any web page on KISSmetrics’s site – or all sites – to become a rich object. For instance, 
the Open Graph is used by Facebook to allow any web page to have the same functionality as any other object on Facebook.
This is the open graph information in their blog (blog.kissmetrics.com) markup [the root domain does not include open graph 
information]:

The above markup translates to:

On their blog, they are correctly implementing open graph and might want to include the tag below:

<meta property=”og:type” content=”article” />

KISSmetrics may also want to consider adding publisher to the blog as well (and not just the root 
domain) and verify they have authorship implemented throughout (these tags can also display on 
open graph - and they currently do not).

Image: KISSmetrics and Facebook Open Graph



Twitter Cards

Twitter cards are another micro markup – essentially rich 
snippets for Tweets. Twitter will actually fall back on the Open 
Graph tags used for FB, but the Open Graph tags aren’t com-
prehensive.

All of KISSmetrics’s blog pages include og: tags, which attach 
additional information to the Tweets associated with those 

pages by default. However, they should also include (in addi-
tion to the og: tags):

<meta name=”twitter:card” content=”summary”>
<meta name=”twitter:site” content=”@publisher_handle”>

Titles

Each page that is indexed should have unique content and a unique title that effectively 
summarizes the content for users and search engines. 

For titles, Google will show as many characters that a 512 pixel display can show – thus, 
around 50-60 characters. The reason the number varies is because some characters 
are bigger than others (ie, you could fit a lot more “i”s than you could “w”s).

Out of the 1000+ pages on KISSmetrics’s website, 393 pages have a width greater than 
512 pixels. As you can see below, most of KISSmetrics title’s fall in and around the 512 
mark, but about half exceed:



KISSmetrics’s titles average 51 characters, but since the pixels of various characters can exceed 512 pixels, some of the title’s 
are truncated in the SERPs:

*In some cases, Google no longer truncates the title and adds an ellipsis to the end; 
instead, Google tries to algorithmically determine a better title for the post (Google 
changes the title to better match the query. The reason for this is simple: users scan 
for and assign higher relevance to titles that include their query).

Just out of curiosity, though, let’s look at the overall distribution of title lengths that 
were not cut off: (pre-cut-off):

The good news is that this distribution is roughly normal, 
peaking at about 54-58 characters. 

Image: Google



Post-cut-off title tags ranged in length from 55 to 68+ characters. Here’s a title cut off at 55 characters (measured at 514 pixels):

The example above is the only title less than 58 characters that was truncated. In this 
case, keeping titles within 50-58 characters is the wisest option. It’s not worth going 
back and revising every title based on this new data. KISSmetrics should look at their 
key pages, view the SERPs, and make sure the snippets show correctly. 

KISSmetrics should keep these guidelines in mind for future SEO efforts, but not worry 
too much.

Lastly, less than 5% of KISSmetrics’s titles contain their brand name. To help promote 
brand awareness, I’d add suggest adding KISSmetrics at the end of each title (| KISS-
metrics). Because KISSmetrics is well recognized, including the brand name in the title 
element could increase search engine clicks.

Less than 5% of KISSmetrics’s titles contain their brand name.

Image: Google



Meta Descriptions

Meta descriptions are HTML attributes that provide concise 
explanations of the contents of web pages. Meta descriptions 
are commonly used on search engine result pages (SERPs) to 
display preview snippets for a given page (Moz).

Meta Descriptions do not influence the ranking factor of a 
site’s page, but they do influence the CTR (click-through-rate).

It’s speculated that Meta descriptions are calculated by pix-
el width, rather than characters. This pixel width is less than 
simply 512 pixels multiplied by two (1,024px) which you might 

expect, and actually the CSS truncation appears to be around 
920 pixels. Google uses 13px Arial for meta description text 
and chop off at word boundaries. 

Out of 1,056 unique HTML/Text URLs on the root domain and 
blog, 97% include a meta description. Over 51% of the meta 
descriptions are over 920 pixels. As you can see below, the 
meta description is being truncated:

For every page on the site, the meta description is an excerpt of the first sentence. KISSmetrics should consider writing a 
succinct, unique meta description (no more than 155 characters) in order to help CTR.  Because their meta descriptions are 
excerpts, many of them are cut off: 

Image: Google



If KISSmetrics does not decide to write a unique meta descrip-
tion for each page, they should consider removing the auto-
matic excerpt on the long-tail articles. If the page is targeting 
long-tail searches, it may be easier to let the search engines 
pull in the meta descriptions themselves.

The reason this is more feasible than automatically outputting 
an excerpt is because when the search engines pull content, 
they pull content and display keywords surrounding the user’s 
query. If you force a meta description, it can detract from the 
relevance of long tail search.

In some cases, search engines will overrule your meta de-
scription anyways, but you cannot always rely on that. In that 
regard, it would be advantageous for KISSmetrics to consider 
adding unique meta descriptions for pages that target only a 
few keywords (to see if they can increase CTR) and leave the 
other long-tail pages open for variance.

Since KISSmetrics posts average 2,400 words, they should 
consider A) writing unique descriptions for the posts, or B) 
allowing the SERPs to automatically create the description 
based on the user’s query. 

KISSmetrics’s post average 2400 words.

Images

For optimization purposes, the two most important image 
attributes are the image’s filename and the image’s alt text. 
Both of these attributes should effectively describe the im-
age’s content to provide additional context for search engines 
and visually impaired users.

Image file names should be descriptive – not containing ran-
dom numbers or queries. The file name should describe the 
image. The file name is information you give directly to the 
search engines and to other technologies to identify what the 
information is about.

For the benefit of search engines, compliance (HTML), and the 
visually impaired, all images on KISSmetrics should also have 
an ALT tag (Alternative text is text you provide for an image in 
case it can’t be displayed - perhaps the image is broken or the 
program cannot display the image). The ALT tag should accu-
rately describe the image, and if possible, contain a keyword 
relevant to KISSmetrics (but only if the keyword is relevant to 
the image).



One other form of optimization that is not usually included is the text around an image. 
The text around an image tells a lot about the image itself. This is just another signal 
telling the search engine what the image is.

If KISSmetrics ensures that images follow these rules, they will increase the likelihood of 
referral traffic from image searches. KISSmetrics has hundreds of images, and around 
81.26% of the images take advantage of the alt text (there are 2,089 images without 
alt text).

One area that KISSmetrics can improve in is the descriptiveness of the file naming. As 
you can see below, quite a few of the images are just random strings.

There are hundreds of images like the ones above on KISSmetrics’s blog. I’d suggest 
adding descriptive title tags to the images to increase organic image search, and also to 
be HTML compliant. 

KISSmetrics has hundreds of images, and around 81.26% of 
the images take advantage of the alt text (there are 2,089 

images without alt text).
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URLs

The site’s URL structure is streamlined, and  KISSmetrics has done a great job crafting their URLs. Their URLs are at an average 
length of 50 characters (including http://www.kissmetrics).

KISSmetrics could, however, improve some of their URL struc-
tures by making them slightly more descriptive. Take these 
URLs, for example:

http://blog.kissmetrics.com/6-mistakes/
http://blog.kissmetrics.com/9-metrics/
http://blog.kissmetrics.com/c-o-n-v-e-r-t-s/

KISSmetrics could add one or two more words to the URL to 
describe what the page is about. The keywords in the URLs 
above are very vague, and KISSmetrics could potentially help 
ranking and click through by describing the URL better. For 
example, an article titled, “Truth Will Out – Why Authenticity is 
the Key to Growing Your Business” is found here: 

http://blog.kissmetrics.com/truth-will-out/ (the only descrip-
tive keyword is “truth”). 

Updating these URLs to make them more descriptive (and 
more closely aligned with their corresponding content) may 
help in their organic search.

Overall, the site’s URL structure is organized and clean. Un-
fortunately, while crawling the site, I found URLs on 738 pag-
es that returned a 403 or 404 HTTP status codes (i.e., those 
URLs are no longer accessible). In one post, 50 Resources for 
Facebook Application Developers, KISSmetrics states, “Note 
this post is from 2008 so many of the links are broken.” If pos-
sible, those links should be redirected and updated.

Another important URL-related consideration is the domain 
name. Although the domain is not expiring anytime soon, 
KISSmetrics should keep a watch on the domain’s expiration: 
September of 2015. 



External Links

One last item for KISSmetrics to consider is the amount of links they place on each page. 
According to Matt Cutts (on the topic of links per page):

So how might Google treat pages with well over a hundred links? 
If you end up with hundreds of links on a page, Google might 
choose not to follow or to index all those links. At any rate, you’re 
dividing the PageRank of that page between hundreds of links, so 
each link is only going to pass along a minuscule amount of PageR-
ank anyway. Users often dislike link-heavy pages too, so before you 
go overboard putting a ton of links on a page, ask yourself what 
the purpose of the page is and whether it works well for the user 
experience.

KISSmetrics has 61 pages on their blog that exceed 100 links and 4 with 200 external 
links or more (“28 Things You Need To Know About The New Facebook Pages” ranks the 
highest with 372 outlinks). You can see an example of that post below:

Simply put, more links equals less PR for those links. The 
actual math of PR gets fuzzy fast, but for best measures, 

KISSmetrics should consider keeping their links under 100 
per page (even if for user as experience). 

Image: KISSmetrics  |  Quote: www.mattcutts.com/



Off - Page Factors

This section will cover some of the most influential factors in 
ranking: backlinks and social engagement.

Backlinks

Links are not everything when it comes to SEO, but search 
professionals and companies attribute a large portion of the 
search engines’ algorithms to backlinks (Larry Page based 
Google off of the Educational Citation Method – ie. A profes-
sor who was cited by other authors was considered more 
credible – Read his dissertation for more information).

When analyzing backlinks, you should consider: Total number 
of links, link quality, number of unique domains, fresh/incom-
ing links, and anchor text usage.

To start, I first recorded how many backlinks KISSmetrics had 
received over the past few months. The charts below show 
the growth of KISSmetrics’s backlink profile over the course of 
one year. Below is a chart of blog.kissmetrics.com:

After comparing the backlink analysis above to both Majestic 
SEO and Moz, there was not much of a difference. KISSmetrics 
was consistently growing their unique domain backlinks until 
a steep drop in March, and has started a recent growth once 
more.

Both the root domain and the blog subdomain have the same 
drop, and combined they have around 16,000 unique domain 
backlinks. 

To see how KISSmetrics’s backlink growth matches up over 
the years, I compared their root domain growth with their 
blog domain growth:

As you can see above, the blog backlinks are growing at a 
much faster pace than the root domain backlinks (and they 
should be, since new content is created daily on the blog).

Since KISSmetrics’s blog is outpacing the root domain in back-
links, should they move the blog to a subdirectory?
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The Case for Subdirectories (versus  
Subdomains)

Matt Cutts has said:

[Subdomains and Subdirectories] are roughly 
equivalent. I would basically go with whichev-
er one is easier for you in terms of configura-
tion, your CMSs, [and] all that sort of stuff.

Although it seems like subdomains and subdirectories can 
be treated equally, Cutts uses very vague language; “roughly 
equivalent” is still not equivalent. 

KISSmetrics should consider testing out subdirectories over 
subdomains for 2 main reasons:

First, there is a correlation between pages on the root 
domain and higher rankings. According to Rand at 
Moz:

I would still strongly urge folks to keep all 
content on a single subdomain. We recently 
were able to test this using a subdomain on 
Moz itself (when moving our beginner’s guide 
to SEO from guides.moz.com to the current 
URL http://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo). 
The results were astounding – rankings rose 
dramatically across the board for every key-
word we tracked to the pages.

Second, fewer subdirectories tend to create a better 
user experience and flow. As it stands, KISSmetrics ex-
ist in silos. Although the subdomains are clean, they 
do not make for the best of navigation.

KISSmetrics should also consider how their links pass from 
root domain to subdomain. Since their root domain has over 
3K links, and the other subdomain (the blog) has over 13k, 
KISSmetrics should consider link equity. With only 16 pages 
on the root domain – and a lot of that being less viewed, 
weaker content  - they should at least think about the po-
tential of combining the subdomain and root (with 301, of 
course). 

The Case for Subdomains (versus  
Subdirectories)

There is also the stance that subdomains work equally as 
well. Some of the benefits of using a subdomain are:

• Links from the root domain (since subdomains are treat-
ed as a separate site)

• Get links “from another website” (subdomains are treat-
ed pretty much as such). Ability to link back to priority 
pages on the root domain.

• Piggyback on the authority of the root domain.
• Can be hosted anywhere. Since KISSmetrics has a https 

root domain (and they use Amazon), putting the blog on 
a subdomain makes for easier hosting - such as WP En-
gine.

And yet again, Cutts has said “[Subdomains and Subdirecto-
ries] are roughly equivalent”. In any manner, it’s a possibility 
worth testing. 

Since KISSmetrics has a https root 
domain (and they use Amazon), 

putting the blog on a subdomain 
makes for easier hosting - such as 

WP Engine.

There is a correlation between  
pages on the root domain and higher 

rankings...

Quotes: www.mattcutts.com/ and www.moz.com/



Backlink Distribution

To monitor KISSmetrics’s backlink distribution – the links dispersed among all of their 
pages – I used Moz’s Pro Tools to analyze the backlinks for each page on KISSmetrics’s 
site.

KISSmetrics has – according to Moz, Majestic and Ahrefs – around 16,000 referring domains. 
According to the data, 75% of all KISSmetrics’s pages have backlinks. Many of their pages 
with multiple links are the embeddable infographics. 

KISSmetrics has – according to Moz, Majestic and Ahrefs 
– around 16,000 referring domains. According to the data, 

75% of all KISSmetrics’s pages have backlinks. Many of their 
pages with multiple links are the embeddable infographics. 



Backlink Source

To analyze KISSmetrics’s backlinks, I used Majestic SEO. Here is a plotting of their backlinks:

The site has quite a few quality backlinks. 
When analyzing Majestic, you are hoping 
to see the links fall to the top right. Citation 
Flow is link juice and the Trust Flow is how 
close those links are to trustworthy, author-
itative sources.

Correlating with the data above, only a 
handful of KISSmetrics’s links that I checked 
appeared spammy, and a few of the links 
over-optimized anchor text. Currently, there 
is a trust ratio of .672 on KISSmetrics and 
.660 on blog.KISSmetrics, so it would be 
worthwhile for KISSmetrics to examine their 

backlink profile. (It would be encouraging to 
see the ratio greater than 1).

One last caution: KISSmetrics should be 
careful of websites using links in headers 
and footers that repeat across the site. 
These sitewide links are heavily scrutinized 
by Google’s Penguin update… KISSmetrics’s 
entire sharing model is based on multiple 
pages having the same backlink. KISSmet-
rics should monitor webmaster tools closely 
to make sure they stay in line with Google’s 
regulations.

Currently, there is a trust ratio of .672 on KISSmetrics and 
.660 on blog.KISSmetrics.
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Anchor Text Distribution

After Penguin, Panda, etc – it’s important for KISSmetrics to 
conduct an anchor text analysis. Over the years, there were 
many ways to manipulate rankings on Google, and links were 
one of them. Google has always been aware of this, and they 
are finally cracking down (in fact, anchor text misuse will trig-
ger the Penguin filter quickly).

This is a great rule of thumb to follow:

• 70% brand, URL, brand+keyword, and non-targeted an-
chor texts (Branded Links, White Noise, Naked URL, Ti-
tles, and Image)

• 25% partial, phrase, and broad match keyword anchor 
texts (Compound)

• 5% exact match anchor texts (Exact Match)

On the blog, the anchor text distribution follows the above 
guidelines. The root domain is displayed below:

85% of KISSmetrics backlinks include a branded identity - this anchor text 
appears natural. You generally expect to see many branded links, and 85% is 
rather high. It’s not a bad thing - with Google’s preference for branded terms, 

it’s much better than exact match anchor text. 
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Image Links

Lastly, KISSmetrics should consider removing all links that open the same image in a n 
ew tab. 

KISSmetrics should consider removing that extra link. These extra links are an innate WP 
function that can easily be changed in functions.php:

update_option(‘image_default_link_type’,’none’);
 
This removes one extra link on the page (saving inbound and external links) and helps with 
UX and CRO by keeping the user on the page. They’ve done a great job removing most of 
these, but a few posts have images that target new tabs. 
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Conversion / Leads

Once KISSmetrics has visitors on their site (mainly from SEO), the next step is to convert those visitors into leads by gathering 
their contact information (in KISSmetric’s case, their email addresses). This leads us into the second stage of inbound market-
ing, conversion and lead generation. This section will examine calls to action, landing pages, forms, and contacts.

Calls-to-Action

A call-to-action (CTA) is an image or text that encourages users to take action, by subscribing to a newsletter or requesting a 
product demo. In most cases, CTAs should direct people to landing pages, where collection of information can be made. In that 
sense, an effective CTA results in more leads and conversions for your website (via Hubspot).

Let’s start at the very beginning. KISSmetrics should have calls to action on the homepage. It’s probably the most frequently 
visited page on KISSmetrics and presents an opportunity to drive traffic for lead generation. In fact, some say the homepage 
should have at least three calls-to-action.

KISSmetrics has an offer and at least three calls to action – asking people to log 
in with Google Analytics, get a three minute overview, or sign in. This page is 

doing exactly what it is supposed to: narrowing the focus and removing clutter 
that could distract visitors. 

Image: KISSmetrics  |  Quote: HubSpot



On the blog, there are multiple calls to actions on the page: 3 in the sidebar, 1 in the footer, 
and one after the post entry. The three calls to actions in the sidebar (as you can see below), 
do not change:

In a perfect world, it would be nice if these offers changed (mainly the webinar) based on con-
tent, but limited personnel and resources normally restrict. The last CTA to address is the after 
post CTA. During the audit, there were only two live CTA’s after the posts:
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If the content was filed under the topics “Twitter” or “Social 
Media,” the visitor received the Linkedin CTA (the one on the 
right). If the user was on a page about any other topic, he or 
she received the CTA about marketing funnels. 

As compelling as the offers can be, in some cases, they were 
not applicable. If a user read a post about “6 Ways to Make 
Customers Fall in Love With Your Brand,” they received the 
Marketing Funnel CTA. The CTA does connect in a way, but 
there could be a more compelling offer. 

Or, if a user was reading “How Typography Affects Conver-
sions,” they were greeted with the same marketing funnel of-
fer. Again, relatable, but not the best offer. A better offer for 
Typography might have been a free download of:

This is a free marketing guide that KISSmetrics has already created that  
would make a suitable offer.

This is a free marketing guide that KISSmet-
rics has already created that would make a 
suitable offer. I understand that creating free 
materials for downloads can be time con-
suming. But, KISSmetrics already has done 
all the work. They have multiple free ebooks 
that would make for compelling CTAs:

To improve their CTA’s, I’d suggest KISSmet-
rics use more than two after post CTAs and 
create more compelling offers by using the 
free material they already have. Their free eb-
ooks are outstanding. 
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Landing Pages

A landing page is a web page that allows you to capture a visitor’s information. On your landing 
page, your visitors will find a form that they can fill out to receive an offer (Chris LoDolce at 
HubSpot).

If you were to click on any of the after entry CTA’s mentioned above (Linkedin or Leaky Market-
ing Funnels), you would have been brought to one of these landing pages:

And honestly, there isn’t much to say about these pages. 

These pages are to the point, use contrasting colors, gain ethos from the logo, are well de-
signed, and are consistent. 

These pages are to the point, use contrasting colors, gain ethos from the logo, 
are well designed, and are consistent. 
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Forms

Without knowing the sales and marketing goals behind the 
forms, it is hard to make an accurate analysis of the forms. 
Although short forms normally do better, KISSmetrics’s longer 
forms are warranted because they are seeking more qualified 
leads. They could, however, use auto generated forms. 

Thank You Page

Every landing page should be followed by a thank you page. 
Here is what KISSmetrics’s Thank you pages look like:

I tried multiple options on the forms to generate different thank you pages. The only differ-
ence in the pages is the left page is because I asked for a demo (I’m interested) and the right 
is because I declined a demo. 

With these thank you pages, the user is trapped with no navigation and no truly compelling 
next step to take. Kissmetrics should consider bringing back the navigation, adding social 
sharing icons (the user did just download an offer), direct the user to other relevant content, 
or reconvert by asking if a user is interested in another product.

As it stands, the user will close the page and leave. 

Kissmetrics should consider bringing back the navigation, adding social sharing 
icons (the user did just download an offer), direct the user to other relevant 

content, or reconvert by asking if a user is interested in another product.
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Close / Customers 

Closing refers to transforming leads into customers. This gen-
erally includes a wide array of options (lead scoring, email, 
marketing automation, CRM, etc [via Nick at HubSpot]) but 
since this audit didn’t engage with KISSmetrics sales team, this 
section will focus on contacts and email.

Contacts / Email

After I finished the form and closed out the thank you pages, I 
received my free downloads via email:

The download worked. The only problem with the email (and this is being picky) is that Lars 
Lofgren’s signature was on the landing page, but Magi and Dan sent the email. It is a small 
detail, but since the email is automated, it should be an easy change. 

Overall, the email hit the main 6 points:
• A clear subject line.
• An actual person sent the email (although not my friend Lars).
• Branding
• Personalized
• Focused CTA
• Unsubscribe Link

One miss: there is no sharing or forwarding built into the email. 
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Delight

Inbound marketing is all about converting leads into custom-
ers. Just because someone has signed up does not mean the 
process is over. Inbound should continue by engaging with, 
delighting, and creating brand advocates. 

This next stage of inbound marketing is all about engaging 
with and (hopefully) keeping their future and current custom-
ers happy. 

Social Media

Besides using social media as a customer service tool, we 
cannot ignore the fact that social media is a search engine of 
sorts. People on social media are researching, searching, in-
teracting, and engaging – and at very high engagement rates. 
According to Statisticbrain, the number of Twitter search en-
gine queries every day is over 2.1 billion. In any regard, a site’s 
success is largely dependent on social success and social en-
gagement.

The chart below provides a visual of how KISSmetrics’s shares 
are split concerning a search engine’s point of view. The cen-
ter represents the first page, and each segment beyond it are 
pages linked from that page (in this case – the blog roll page). 
Segments beyond that are linked to their parent. Pages with 
no shares are not included or shown (click on the image to 
zoom in and to read the text).
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As you can see from the graph above, the center represents the blog homepage, and all 
articles off of the homepage. The graph below breaks down that same content by social 
network:

Not surprisingly, KISSmetrics does really well on Pinterest. As you can tell from the graph 
below, many of their most shared posts come from infographics:
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Overall, KISSmetrics does extremely well with social media. One minor suggestion, KISSmetrics should analyze their facebook 
strategy:

KISSmetrics doesn’t create interaction on the posts – their engage-
ment rate is hovering around 5% and their page isn’t growing.

Engaging Content

Besides social shares and traffic (which have already been 
measured), the next best tell for engaging content is com-
menting. On average, KISSmetrics receives comments for 
each post.

As you can see from the graph below, KISSmetrics actually 
receives quite a few comments for each post:

There are no recommendations for KISSmetrics on this (they 
average 22 comments per post). Their engagement level is 
great, and even Shah and Patel comment regularly (a great 
place to learn for users). 
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Summary

If you read everything in this audit example, I am truly impressed. If you cheated and jumped 
straight down to this section, I’ll forgive you. Either way, this section contains a summary of 
my most important observations and recommendations for KISSmetrics.

Best of Luck KISSmetrics

About Eli

If you have a question about this audit or want an audit yourself, email eli at  
elioverbey@gmail.com. You can also find him on twitter @elioverbey. 




